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Return to:
Jenny MacBeth
Marketing and Communications Coordinator
Materials Research Society
506 Keystone Drive, Warrendale, PA 15086
Tel: 724-779-2771 • Fax: 724-779-8313
Email: macbeth@mrs.org

The Materials Research Society (MRS) encourages coverage of its technical meetings and exhibits by the scientific and general news media. Press passes are issued to editors and reporters representing bonafide news publications only. These passes are not intended for editors whose primary purpose is the acquisition of authors and manuscripts, or for individuals and organizations whose primary objective is of a sales and marketing nature. In addition, please note that a maximum of four Press passes will be allotted per company. These criteria will be strictly enforced for the 2017 MRS Fall Meeting.

Upon arrival at the MRS Meeting, you will be required to show press credentials, including a photo ID and one of the following:

- editorial business card with title (preferred method of ID)
- listing in an editorial masthead
- by-lined article within the last 18 months
- letter from the editor-in-chief or producer on company letterhead—no photocopies or faxes will be accepted

If you are planning to report from the 2017 MRS Fall Meeting, please complete the information on page 2 and return to Jenny MacBeth, Marketing and Communications Coordinator, at either the address, fax number or email noted above. Preregistrations must be received at MRS headquarters no later than Wednesday, November 15. Press not preregistered by November 15 must register onsite with Sandy Forrest at the Pre-Paid Registration Manager counter, located in the Registration Corridor, Level 2, Hynes Convention Center. Those already pre-registered may pick up their Press Badge and Meeting materials at the same location.

SPECIAL NOTE: The program for the 2017 MRS Fall Meeting is available in its entirety on the MRS website. Visit www.mrs.org/fall2017 regularly for the most up-to-date information. All press attendees will receive a complimentary copy of the Meeting & Exhibit Guide upon their arrival at the MRS Meeting.
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MRS CODE OF CONDUCT
All MRS Meeting participants are expected to adhere to the MRS Code of Conduct, which can be found at www.mrs.org/code-of-conduct.

MRS RECORDING POLICY
Recording of presentations are strictly prohibited. No individual or entity—including a presenting author—may electronically record or broadcast any portion of the MRS Meeting without prior written consent of MRS. Unauthorized recording (audio, video, still photography, etc.) of presentations during sessions, posters, workshops, tutorials, etcetera, without the express written consent of MRS and individual authors is strictly prohibited. MRS reserves the right to any audio and video production of presentations at all MRS events.

MRS PHOTO POLICY
Attendees or exhibitors are encouraged to network and enjoy the meeting experience. As such, capturing memories of casual meeting activities and networking is permitted with the permission of those being prominently photographed. Photographing formal meeting presentations, posters, or displays is forbidden without permission of MRS and the presenter. Those who do not comply may be asked to leave the premises.

VIDEOS AND PHOTOS FOR MRS USE
MRS Meeting attendance implies your consent to be photographed, filmed and/or otherwise recorded for use on the MRS website or news publications. Please note that no technical presentations will be recorded without prior consent of MRS and the authors.

☐ I acknowledge that I have read the MRS Recording/Photo Policies and agree to their terms and conditions. Note: You must agree to the terms above to receive a complimentary press pass.
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